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**Abstract:** High performance modelling and simulation of SAW and BAW devices continue to pose challenges to analysts and designers alike. To account for acoustic wave generation, transmission, scattering and interaction using 3D device models, numerous device features have to be considered in unison, including geometrical structures of varying scales, anisotropic piezoelectric materials, and finitely-thick finitely-conductive massive metallic electrodes and bus-bars. Extreme miniaturization of devices renders the analysis of electromagnetic interference and dissipative heat phenomena no longer a matter of choice. Rigorous modelling of higher-order effects in micro-acoustic devices, involving several hundreds to thousands of electrodes, with possibly varying aperture lengths, presents itself as an utterly complex multi-physics boundary value problem which calls for new modelling and simulation paradigms and computational methodologies. Thereby, a question arises: Are currently available sophisticated software packages not suitable to meet the above-mentioned partially conflicting design criteria? The answer remains far from being affirmative. Despite impressive advances made in recent decades, it is generally appreciated in the acoustics community that numerous computational challenges still remain to be tackled. With his uncompromising dedication, extending well over three decades, to solve some of the notoriously-difficult computational problems in micro-acoustics, the efforts of the course instructor have recently culminated in a succession of breakthroughs allowing him to remedy major debilitating shortcomings in computational acoustics and electromagnetics. It is the story of his life-long scholarly efforts which is shared in this short course. Along the way the course participant becomes acquainted, first hand, with a plethora of physical and computational insights, e.g., higher-order effects in SAW and BAW devices; 3D charge distributions on finitely-thick massive electrodes; 3D massive and finitely-thick bus-bars; dissipative loses in finitely-conductive electrodes; and coupled acoustic and electromagnetic radiation and scattering phenomena. Speaker’s Universal Functions in conjunction with his work on the regularization of Green’s functions will inform the course attendees from the most advanced computational technologies currently available in micro-acoustic device modelling. Also included are speaker’s recent achievements in the area of finite difference method, as applied to the mass-loading effect. Thereby, it will be demonstrated that the edge- and corner points can be eliminated from the analysis at the outset – responding to an age-old problem in simulations! The presentation promises to be a comprehensive, up-to-date and pedagogically well-prepared short course - scintillating with novelty in each moment of instruction. A comprehensive manuscript will be handed out to the course participants.

**Outline**

- Higher-order effects in SAW- and BAW devices;  
- 2D- and 3D charge distributions on finitely thick massive electrodes;  
- 2D- and 3D massively and finitely thick bus-bars;  
- Dissipative loses in finitely-conductive electrodes;  
- Coupled acoustic and electromagnetic radiation and scattering phenomena;  
- Universal Functions (introduced by the instructor);
- Two recent developments in the regularization of Green’s functions’ singularities (accomplished by the instructor);
- Recent achievements in the area of finite difference method as applied to the mass-loading effect (carried out by the instructor and his research team);
- Conservative finite difference method;
- Fast and accelerated computational techniques;
- Design of novel physics-inspired analysing and synthesizing functions for modelling and simulation of microacoustic devices;
- Methods for joint time-frequency analysis.
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